Rail Division – continued

Building a Bridge on a Barge

Project: The BNSF Bridge 58.8 project replaced the
entire bridge with a new three-span bridge. End spans
are 48’-10” precast concrete box girders, center span is
a 260-foot-long steel truss supported on 10-foot-tall by
10-foot-wide by 38-foot-long pier caps on top of 8’-6”
diameter drilled shafts approximately 90-feet-deep.
Building a bridge on a barge is an astonishing feat.
“Challenges came from all directions throughout the entirety
of the project,” said Hamilton Project Manager Pat Prescott.
In order to install the truss, the ends of the truss had to be
built on independent barges. There was limited access and the
river shifted the barge in the wake of boats passing by. When
totally assembled, the truss cantilevered the barge on both
ends by about 60 feet.
To overcome these and many other challenges, our Hamilton
crews were proactive in planning and coordinated with
USACE at the Bonneville Dam, and BNSF every step of the
way, all while paying close attention to potential weather
and river hazards. Hamilton also designed a plan for a single
crane to support the erection. This was a very tricky solution
because the barge had to be fleeted back and forth to get into
crane reach, as the truss was built from the center out.
One significant challenge came when faced with a late steel
delivery. Our crews came up with a strategy that very few
contractors in the industry could have pulled off.
As the fabrication of the steel for the truss unfolded,
the steel fabricator sent notices that the delivery of steel
would be as much as six weeks late. The owner (BNSF)
responded by telling Hamilton crews they had to meet the
original completion date even though steel delivery would
significantly jeopardize that. Faced with this situation, the
erection of the steel truss was handled by Hamilton as an
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independent project within the greater project. Hamilton’s
project manager (Pat Prescott), project engineer (Chad
Hummel), superintendent (Frank Martin), and crew members
became heavily involved with managing and shaping the
fabrication timeline and developed a new erection plan with
the steel fabricator.
The new plan involved Hamilton crews working
simultaneously as steel fabrication was being finalized. Pieces
of steel were sent to the project site individually, once they
were fabricated. This allowed for the fabricator to continue
to fabricate portions of the truss while erection was occurring
on completed portions of the truss. Transparency, information
sharing, and honesty was critical, so that all members of the
crew knew on a moment-by-moment basis what the situation
required of them. On average, crews worked six ten-hour
days with some 12-hour days back to back.
Even though the work situation was demanding and crews
worked six days a week for three months straight, crew
morale was phenomenal. Project Manager Pat Prescott
attributes this to the overall Hamilton culture of respect and
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open communication, the rotation of crew before fatigue
could set in, and incentives for reaching weekly goals.
Rotating Crew: Not only were crews kept informed, but they
were supported by rotating members as they needed time off.
The rotation of the crew was a feat unto itself. The overall
project had three separate job sites: the barge where the steel
truss was being erected, the site where the truss would be
installed, and a totally separate location where our crews
were building another bridge conventionally. With the truss
erection being treated as a project within a project, crew
rotation involved rotating crew from the installation site.
Because of the demand to meet the original completion date,
Hamilton also rotated crew from other Hamilton projects
within Oregon and Washington. The amazing thing is that
because communication and honesty were at the forefront,
even new crew members, from other Hamilton projects, were
able to know their critical role within the bigger picture and
hit the ground running. No time was lost.
Hard Work and Incentives: Goals and milestones were
created on a frequent basis with incentives such as time
off for a long weekend. This challenged the crew, boosted
morale, increased production, and maintained the schedule. It
gave the crew the satisfaction of a job well done.
As assembly of the truss neared completion, our teams' focus
turned to finalizing the plan for transporting approximately
2 million pounds up the Columbia River. Hamilton’s
plan included completing the truss a few weeks ahead
of the shipping schedule, to have enough time for their
subcontractor to test the lifting plan. The lifting plan took
into consideration the barge and the jack towers lifting
approximately two million pounds 20 feet. Completion of
the truss had to be 100%, including handrails, walkways, rail
track, etc.
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Once the truss was fully erected on the barge and the lifting
plan tested, it was shipped 60 miles – down the Willamette
River to the Columbia River and through the Bonneville
locks – and floated into place under a 36-hour track
curfew window.
The float plan took months to develop and multiple levels
of coordination and included contingencies to deal with
uncontrollable weather events. Hamilton coordinated with
USACE, BNSF, and major subcontractors months ahead of
time with critical dates in mind.
The Hamilton team faced more challenges near the project
site. River depths were extremely shallow. Coordination
with Hamilton’s subcontractor and USACE led to constant
monitoring and adjustment of river levels by Bonneville Dam.
There is so much more to this story. Project after project, our
employees face incredible challenges and rise to the occasion.
They are the heart and soul of the company and the reason
Hamilton continues to be leading in all of our markets. On
this project, our crews thrived and succeeded and worked as
a cohesive team with everyone performing their critical role
and being supported all along the way. This is what Hamilton
does best. It is our people and the unwritten rule of respect
and collaboration that makes Hamilton special.
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